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Abstract
In this paper we consider F3/ /C.o* problem in which

the

processing order is assumed to be the same on each machine, the

resulting problem is called the permutation flow shop problem. The
objective is to find a processing order on each machine such that
the makespan C*o* , which is the completion time of the last

job

minimized. This problem is NP-hard, hence the existence

polynomial time algorithm

is

of a

for finding an optimal solution

is

unlikely. This complexity result leads us to use an enumeration
solution approach. In this paper rve proposc a branch and bound

al-eorithm

to solve this problem. Also we develop fast

approximation algorithms yielding near optimal solution. We
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report on computation experience; the performance of
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approximation algorithms are tested on large class of test problems.

l. Introduction
In the flow shop scheduling problem, we are giving machines
2,and a set N={1,2,.",n} ofjobs.
Mr,Mz,...,M,,where m
Each job has to be processed first on Mr, then on M2, and so on, until it
is processed on the last machine M.. The processing time Pq of each
job i e N on each machine tvt (l< j < m) is given. Preemption is not
allowed. Each machine processes at most one job at a time , and each
job is processed on at most one machine at a time. The objective
function to be minimized is the C..,., i.e., the maximum completion
time ofalljobs on all machines . For a schedule s, the value of the C..',
is denoted by C*.- (s). A schedule that minimizes the C,"* is called
optimal and is denoted bY s*.
Following standard notation (Lawler et al. 1993) , we denote this
problem by Fm// C,n* or by F// C,,'. if m is variable.
Consider the calculation of C..* for the Fm// C,.- problem. Let
s be an arbitrary permutation of n jobs. For simplicity assume
s=1,2,...,n. It is well known that the completion time Cl' ofjob i (of

)

C)=m3X(C)ヨ ,Cヽ 1)+Rk

︱

sequence s)。 n machine Mkis given by[3]

∫

c;

=c:=0

vlsiin,

where P;1 is the processing

1<ksm

ofjob ion

M1 , k=1,...,m.

It is well known THAT{Conrvay et al. 1967) [5]' Rinnooy Kan
1976 112), Lenstra (1977) l3l, they see that to find the optimum

Therefor the Fm/,/C'.. problern, we need to consider only schedules
with the sarne processing order on the first two machines and the same
processing order on the last two machines. Therefora it is rvell knorvn
that for both problem F2l/C,.. and F3//C.^ there exists an optimal
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solution that is a permutation schedule for which all machines process
the jobs according to the same job sequence (Conway et al .1967)[5].
However, for Fm/l C*.*, when m>4, it can be the case that no optimal
solution is a permutation schedule(Conway et al.) [5] . The following
two- job F4ll C^n* example ,given in Conway et al.[5], shows that this
result can not be extended any further.
Let P1;= Pzz= Pzt= P1.1= 4, p:r= prz= pr:= pzr= l. There are only two
order preserving schedules (see Fig.(l) ) both of which have a
maximum completion time of 14.
1
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1

1
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2

1

1

2

M4

14

1

14

Figure (1)

Now consider a schedule(see Fig (2)

)

which has the

same

processing order on machines M1 and M2 and the same processing order
on machines M3 and Mr but in which the order is reversed between
machines M2 and M3. The maximum cornpletion time is 12, which is
less than what rvas obtained above.
Ml
M2
M3

2

1

2

1
1

Ⅳ 14

2
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Figure (2)
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2. Special case yield optimal solution
Finding a special case for scheduling problem means finding an

optimal schedule directly without using (BAB) algorithm.
A special case(if it is exist) depends on satisfuing some conditions in
order to make the problem easily solvable. These conditions depend on
the objective function as well as the jobs [2]. Johnson's algorithm [6]
for the F2/l C^n* problem can be extended to a special case of the
F3//Cr.,. problem, we need the condition that:

max{島 2}

ｒ

理絆{PB}≧

Ｌ

max{P2}

﹁

理い{RI}≧

２

リ

OR

i.e., the maximum processing time on the second machine is no greater
than the minimum processing time on either the first or the third. If (2)
holds, an optimal schedule for the problem may be found by letting.
Ct;=Pi1

*

P;1

0i=Piz

*

Pil

,
,

i=1,2,… 。
,n
i=1,2,… .,n

Scheduling the jobs as if they are to be processed on trvo machines
only, but with the processing time of each job being cr,r and B1 on the
first and second machines respectively.

Theorem (2.1) :- For F3// C."* problem if

Vij

Pi2SP.;1 + P.;2
, then
there exist an optimal schedule in lvhich the three processing orders are

identical. Furthermore the common processing order is obtained from
having
processing times (Pir + Pi2 , P12+ P;r).

the optimal processing order for the F2l/ Cr.* problem
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Proof:-

Assume we have a sequence on machine M1 such that job i is
sequence before job j. we rvant to show,that job i precedes job on

j

machine M2 and Mr
and

job

and

Clr'

are the completion times

ofjob i

j on machine Mr respectively , then CI'= Cfr'+Pp

Cll' :Clt'+P;z
Ciu''

If Cfr'

and

are their completion time on M2, and we have

*P,, <Cl'' +P;,

+P,z

Hence

C,t',

c,"'

*P,, <Cf,+P;:

cf'

<
Therefore,job i precedes job
PizSP;1 + P.;z

j

on machine.M3 .since

Hencerthe condition (2) is satisfied, therefore Johnson [6] shows
that by considering the processing times (Pi1+Pp , P;2*Pp) for an F2l/
C,.* problem an optimal sequence is obtained.
Theorem (2.1) shorvs that Johnson's algorithm provide optirnal
solution for the case P1,<P;' * P.;z For each i and j.
If the processing times P;1, P;3, (i=1, ..., tr) are interchanged,then the
inverse problem is equivalent to the original problem.

Corallarv (2.1)
For F3il C,.* problem if Pp<P.;3 + P;z Vi, j , then there exist an
optimal schedule in lvhich the three processing orders are identical.
Furthermore the common processing order is obtained from the optimal
processing order for the F2/l C^r* problem having processing times
(Pit+Piz , Pi:*Pir).
Proof :- by theorem(2.1)

3. Lorver Bounds :

(3.1) Single machine bound:

The precise form of this bound LB(SMB) [9] is as follorvs. Let n
be the set of sequence jobs and o be the set ofjobs not yet assigned in
r. Let Cn''(n) ,Ctt'(n), and CM'(n) be the maximum completion
times forjobs ofn on machines M1 ,M2, and M3 respectively. Also let
Pir , Piz , and Ps be the processing times ofjob i on the machine Mr. Mz
, and M3 respectively. Then
CMl(π )十

ΣPilttminΣ (Pi」
:Cσ

+Pi3)

:Cσ

LB(SMB) = max cM2(π )+Σ Pi2+min ΣPi3
:CO

:Cσ

CM'(π )+Σ Pi3
:Cσ

(3.2)Two Mochine Bound IIOJ :
Using two machine subproblems(instead of one) to obtain lower
bounds was developed independently by potts 1974 U l] and Lageweg
et al. 1978 [7]. Johnson's algorithm for FZI/ C^o" rvas used to solve
each of the resulting two machine subproblems. The two machine
bound LB(TMB) can be obtained as follorvs:
Letn,o,CM'(n) ,C''(rr) , C"'(n), P,, , Pi2 , flDd P6 be defined as
in section(3.1). Then
Lower bound for ntachine(Mr- Mr):Relax the constrain that machine M2 can process only one job at a
time, processing times on machine M2 act as transportation times
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①
between machines.Order jobs by Johnson's rule and ind the
maximum completion,tr. atvt'-M' (o).
LBNI,-Mr

'

(n)=C',

(n).+Ct',-tt,(o)

\

Lower bound for machine(M2-M3):Ignore processing time on machine M1. Order jobs using
Johnson's rule on Piz.Pil and find the maximum completion time
al,r._M, (o)
LBtvt,-lvlr (n)

:

C

M,

(rr) * C"t.-rt,

(o)

Lower bound for machine M3:Ignore processing time on machine Mland M2

LBNI'(n) = gr't' (n) + IP,,
Hence the lower bound

LB(TMB)= max{ LBM,-tt,(n),LBM,-r't, (n), LB!t,(r)

1

4. Heuristic Methods
In this section, rve modify, and present new heuristic methods.
Our aim is to develop methods which give a near optimal solution to
minimize the C,o*, *hich is the completion time of the last job.
For the first heuristic, Johnson's algorithm is adopted as a heuristic
solution to the original F3// C*.*. This heuristic is stated formally
below.

Aleorithm(l)
Step(l): Apply

Johnson's algorithm with processing times
:P.;r+P.;z
cr;
and F.i=P:, *Pjl, for jeN. Suppose we get the
sequence o =(o'( I ),o(2),. . .,o(n)).
Step(2): Evaluate C,.* by applying(t).

Aleorithm(2)
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Step(1):

An initial feasible solution is

obtained by

we get

動
中
︵
団
︶
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the
algorithm( I ).Suppose
o=(o( I ),o(2), . . .,o(n)), for this sequence we find the
maximum completion time of all' jobs on all machines by
using(l) and suppose its value(UB) is the current solution,
i.e. UB=C."-(o).
Step(2): Then, in order to improve the sequence o, two adjacent
jobs o(i) and oO are temprarily sequenced in position oo
(l< i<j s n) respectively. Hence,a new schedule
and
or is obtained, for this new schedule we compute

o(i)

Step(3):

UBr=C.",(or).
If the improvement is made(i.e.,UBr <UB), then the two
jobs o(i) and oO are left in their new position. On the other
hand, no improvement can be made, the trvo jobs o(i) and
oO are replace in their original positions. The procedure is
then repeated from the beginning and other possibilities are

considered in a similar rvay by repeating step(2).
Step(4): The method terminates when all possibilities are considered
without making any improvement.

Alsorithm(3)
Step(l): Using step(l) of algorithm(2) to obtain an initial current
solution (UB) and a sequence o=(o(l), o(2), ..., o(n)).
Step(2): In order to improve the sequence o, adjacent block jobs
o(ir),o(i:) and o(1),o(j2) are temporarily sequenced in
position o(;),o(:) and o(ir), o(i:).(l< ir < i, < jr < j: < n)
respectively. Hence, a nerv schedule o: is obtained, for this
new schedule ue cornpute UBz= C".".(o2).
Step(3): If the improvement is made (i.e. UB: < UB), then the block
jobs o(ir),o(i:) and o(r), o(1) are left in their new position.
On the other hand, no improvement can be made, the two
jobs o(i1), o(i1) and o(ir),o0:) are replace in their original
positions. The procedure is then repeated from the
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beginning and other possibilities are considered in a similar
way by repeating step(2).

Step (4): The method terminates when all possibilities

are

considered without making any improvement.

(4-l) The Tree Type heuristic Method (TTHM)
As in branch and bound (BAB) procedure that describe in
(section (5)), we apply algorithm (l) at the top of search tree to
provide an upper bound (UB) on the cost of optimal schedule. We
compLrte the lower bound of two- machine bound LB(TMB) for all
nodes, usually, one node is chosen within each Ievel of the tree.
A newest active node search is then used to select a node from
which to branch, say node j is selected and the LB(TMB) at all the
remaining nodes immediately below node j evaluated and so on by
using a forward branching without backtracking. The tree type
heuristic method (TTHM) continues in a similar way whenever a
complete sequence is obtained.lhis sequence is evaluated and the
upper bound (UB) is altered if the new value IUB is less than the old
one. (i.e. if IUB < UB, then set UB= IUB).

(4-2) Analysis of algorithm (2)
Since, for the problem F3li C,.* there exists an optimal solution
which is a permutation schedule, it is sufficient to rninimize the
function [4],

uvn

C.o*(n) = max{IR", +

Il",

. u. n},

(3)
+ IPi,: ;l S u
h=t"h=r"h=v
Over all permutations n: (i1, i2, ..., i") ofjobs. If u:rv and v:z are
the indices for rvhich the maximum is attained in (3), then rve refer to
i," and i. as critical jobs in n. Let n* denote an optimal permutation
which minimizes the function in (3).
For notational convenience, we assume henceforth that the jobs
are renumbered so that n1= (1,2,..., n) is the permutation generated
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by algorithm(2).It iS Clear that a lower bound on the optinlal CIna、

(π

*)

giVe■ by〔 4]

Foran v(1≦ v≦ n)

C*.,(**)>Il,

+P,.,

+f

(4)

P,.,

i=1

Now, for any N;g N(i=1,2,3) u'e define

A: IP,,
ieN,
B

,Nr ={1,2,...,u-l}

} 2,...,v-l}

= IP,,

,N2 = {r.r + l,u

= IPi,

,Nj = {v+ l,v+ 2,...,n}

ieN'

C

ieN.

︱

Ｖ

５

＞

ｕ

＜

ヽ

一
一

Ｖ

︱
リ

3+C

ｆ

)L{11:ulllil::ll[+P、

ｕ

Cma、 (π

ｆ

Thus, we can n'rite the C,u,,. fot'lr1 as

are critical jobs for the permutation zrl
generated by algorithrn (2), then n1 is an optirnal pennutation if u:v.

Corollarv (4.1): If u and v
Proof:-

The lorver bound (4) for u:v is identical r,vith the expression fbr
Cro*(7r*) in (5). Thus, n1 is an optitnal pernrutation in this case.

5. Branch and Bouncl Algorithm (BAB)
We norv gir,'e a description of our branch and bound (BAB)
al-qorithm. The algorithrn ( l) is applied at the top of search tree to
provide an upper bound (UB) on the cost of optimal schedule. We catt
use the procedure described irr section (3.2) to cotnpute the lorver
bound (LB). If the LB for an1' node is greater than or equal to the
curent UB alreadl' cornputed, then tltis node is discarded. Otherwise
it may be selected for our next branchin-e. The (BAB) nrethod
continues in a similar rval' by using a forrvard branching rtrle. If the
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branching ends at a complete sequence of jobs then this sequence is
evaluated and if its value is less than the current (UB) this UB is reset
to take that value. The procedure is repeated until all nodes have been
considered by using backtrack procedure.

6. Computational Experience
(6.1) Test Problems

A set of test problems was created to compare the performance of
the algorithms. The main characteristics of a problem are its size, as
measured by the number of machines and the number ofjobs, and the
degree of correlation in the processing times for each jobs are likely to
effect the efficiency of a BAB algorithm and other algorithms which
find near optimal solutions. A sample of test problems was generated
with three machines and 10, 20,30,..., 100, 125, 150 jobs. For each
value of n uncorrelated problems with integers processing times P11,
P;2 ,and Pi: (i= 1,2,..., n) were generated from the uniform

distribution [, 100], and correlated problems r,''ith integers processing
times Pir, P;2, and Pp(i:l ,2,...,1) were generated from the uniform
distribution I I +20e; , 20+ 20ei) for e; randomly selected from U, 2, 3,
4, 5\. This method of processing time generation follorvrthat given in
[]. For each value of n lve have 20 uncorrelated problem, and 20
correlated problern. Our branch and bound algorithm was used to
obtain optirnal solution values to all problem u'ithn( 40. For some of
the problems with n> 40 job, the (BAB) algorithm can not generate
optimal solutions using reasonable limits on computation time. In this
case, the best solution value found by any of our heuristics methods
were used instead.
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(6.2) Comparative Results .'
In this siction we will report on the results of our computational
tests to show the effectiveness of our (BAB) algorithm and the
heuristics methods. The (BAB) algorithm and these heuristics
methods were coded in Fortran 77 and running them on a Pentium II
at 300 Mhz with Ram 64 MB computer. Results of comparing the
uncorrelated problems and results of comparing the correlated
problems are given in [3] show the efficiency of the algorithm (3) in
tase of the number of times out of 20 that an optimal solution is
found, and the average computation time (ACT) in second is very
small with respect to the other heuristic methods. Also (TTHM)
generates a very good quality solutions but are computationally time
consuming.

Computational results for uncorrelated problems are given in
table (6.1) and computational results for correlatdd'problems are
given in table (6.2). Whenever a problem was not solved within in the
time limit of 100 seconds, computation was abandoned for that
problem.
Thus, in some cases the figures given in tables (6.1) (6.2) will be
lolver bound on average compulation times and average number of
nodes. From the results given in table (6.1) and (6.2) for our problem,
rve notice that these correlated problems are clearly very much harder
than the correlated problems.
6‑

Computational res ultsts fllbr unco rrelated

blems
NU

N

ACT

NSl

NS2

NS3

10

0.038

14

3

3

20
30
40

6.901

2
2

6

1

10

4

4

6

7

7

20.489
36.288
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TIable(6-2) Co
Com

putationa I results for correlated problems.

N

ACT

NSl

NS2

NS3

10

0.075
26.172
4S.213
66.192

10

、
4

6

9
6

6
6

7

l

6

13

つ

l

￨

う０

20
30
40

NU

ACT: Average computation tirne in seconds for the 20 problerns.
(included the 100 seconds for the un solved problerns).
NSI: Nurnber of problenrs solved that require not nrore than 250
nodes.

NS2: Number of problerrrs solved that require more than 250 nodes.
NS3: Number of problerns solved that require over 1000 nodes.
NU: number of uhsolved problerns.

7. Conclusions
Itr this paper, u'e have developed exact and approximate soh.rtions
for three machine flow shop scheduling to minimize the completion
time of the last job.
This paper reports on the results of extensive computational test
for the follow'irrg der,c'lopc'd nrethods: Alg (l). Alg(2) Alg(3).and the
tree type heuristic nlethod (T1'l-lM), cornparing it rvith the optirnal
solution (obtained b1' our BAB al-eoritlun). The main conclusion to be
drown frorn our comparison of computational results is that Alg(3)
generate high quality schedules at relativell' modest computational
expense. Anrongest the heuristic nrethods (TTHM) _qenerates a ver)'
good qualitl' solutions but are contputatiotralll time consunrirrq.
Finally, a general conclusion is that local search heuristics can
find quite good solutions to our problern lvithout too much
computational effort.
An interesting future .. research topic rvould involve
experirnentation rvith the follo*'ing nrachine scheduling problems:
F3/Sr/ C,,,,,.,

ir

n{l Fnr//C,,,,,,.
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